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Altless images
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Web Accessibility Evaluation Report

41.67%

99.83%

Assesments statistics

Score without accessibility widget

Score with EqualWeb accessibility widget

Overall score

Accessibility

99.83/100

+58.17

How we measure

When it comes to your compliance, our solution compares

with Guidelines WCAG 2.1 success criteria for levels A and

AA, website technology and content. Our goal is to help you

achieve WCAG 2.1 AA conformance, which is the

international industry standard and be accessible and

welcoming to all users.

Total Errors
Total accessibility errors
found in conformance
with the WCAG

853
Errors Remaining
Errors remains after
EqualWeb widget turned
on.

15
Issues Fixed by
EqualWeb
The EqualWeb widget
has fixed these issues
automatically

838

https://www.equalweb.com/


Site Assets

  

3
Iframes   

139
Images   

2
Pdfs   

273
Links   

0
Audio   

1
Video



 Standard info

SC 1.1.1: Non-text Content (Level
A)

All non-text content that is

presented to the user has a text

alternative that serves the

equivalent purpose, except for the

situations listed below.

Description

�. Controls, Input: If non-text

content is a control or

accepts user input, then it

has a name that describes

its purpose. (Refer to

Guideline 4.1 for additional

requirements for controls

and content that accepts

user input.)

�. Time-Based Media: If non-

text content is time-based

media, then text alternatives

at least provide descriptive

identification of the non-text

content. (Refer to Guideline

1.2 for additional

requirements for media.)

�. Test: If non-text content is a

test or exercise that would

be invalid if presented in

text, then text alternatives at

least provide descriptive

identification of the non-text

content.

Guidelines for WCAG2AA

Score: 100  Success: 2  Failure: 0

SC 1.1.1: Non-text Content (Level A)



AA

  

H30: Providing link text that describes the purpose of a link

for anchor elements

H37: Using alt attributes on img elements

H67: Using null alt text and no title attribute on img elements

for images that AT should ignore

H36: Using alt attributes on images used as submit buttons

H24: Providing text alternatives for the area elements of

image maps

H2: Combining adjacent image and text links for the same

resource

H53: Using the body of the object element

H35: Providing text alternatives on applet elements



�. CAPTCHA: If the purpose of

non-text content is to

confirm that content is

being accessed by a person

rather than a computer, then

text alternatives that identify

and describe the purpose of

the non-text content are

provided, and alternative

forms of CAPTCHA using

output modes for different

types of sensory perception

are provided to

accommodate different

disabilities.

�. Decoration, Formatting,

Invisible: If non-text content

is pure decoration, is used

only for visual formatting, or

is not presented to users,

then it is implemented in a

way that it can be ignored

by assistive technology.

Read more about non-text-

content

 Standard info

SC 1.3.1: Info and Relationships
(Level A)

Information, structure, and

relationships conveyed through

presentation can be

programmatically determined or

are available in text.

Read more about info-and-

relationships

Score: 100  Success: 2  Failure: 0

SC 1.3.1: Info and Relationships (Level A)


AA

  

H42: Using h1-h6 to identify headings

F92,ARIA4

H44: Using label elements to associate text labels with form

controls

H49 U i ti k t k h i d i l

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/non-text-content
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/info-and-relationships


 Technique info

 Standard info

SC 1.4.3: Contrast (Minimum)
(Level AA)

The visual presentation of text and

images of text has a contrast ratio

of at least 4.5:1, except for the

following:

Description

H43: Using id and headers attributes to associate data cells

with header cells in data tables

H43,H63

H39,H73

H73: Using the summary attribute of the table element to

give an overview of data tables

H39: Using caption elements to associate data table captions

with data tables

H71: Providing a description for groups of form controls using

fieldset and legend elements

G141: Organizing a page using headings

F68: Failure of Success Criterion 4.1.2 due to a user interface

control not having a programmatically determined name

Score: 98  Success: 792  Failure: 15

SC 1.4.3: Contrast (Minimum) (Level AA)


AA

  

 G145: Ensuring that a contrast ratio of at least 3:1 exists

between text (and images of text) and background behind

the text



This element has insufficient contrast at this conformance level.
Expected a contrast ratio of at least 3:1, but text in this element has a

contrast ratio of 2.61:1

Links

�. G145

Pages

component, that are pure

decoration, that are not

visible to anyone, or that are

part of a picture that

contains significant other

visual content, have no

contrast requirement.

�. Logotypes: Text that is part

of a logo or brand name has

no minimum contrast

requirement.

Read more about contrast-

minimum

 Context & Selector

  

 #vc_row-62d6bcce75e39 > div > div > 
div > div:nth-child(7) > div > div > 
div:nth-child(2) > div > div > div > 
div:nth-child(2) > button

 

(1)

 <a class="gem-button gem-button-size
-medium gem-button-style-flat gem-but
ton-text-weight-normal lazy-loading-i
tem lazy-loading-item-drop-right" dat
a-ll-effect="drop-right-without-wrap" 
style="border-radius: 0px;background-
color: #29afb4;color: #ffffff;" onmou
seleave="this.style.backgroundColor
='#29afb4';this.style.color='#fffff
f';" onmouseenter="this.style.backgro
undColor='#ffffff';this.style.color
='#29afb4';" href="http://carriagehou
seresort.com/reservations/" target="_
self" data-ind-title="Reservations" t
abindex="20">...</a>

 

 #fullwidth-block-62d6bcce78537 > di
v:nth-child(3) > div > div > div > d
iv > div > div:nth-child(11) > a

 

(1)

  

 #vc_row-62d6bcff85487 > div:nth-chil
d(4) > div > div > div > a

 

(1)

  

 #vc_row-62d6bd26b177d > div:nth-chil
d(4) > div > div > div > a

 

(1)

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20-TECHS/G145
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/contrast-minimum


Pages Context & Selector

  

 #vc_row-62d6be316ede7 > div:nth-chil
d(2) > div > div > div:nth-child(22) 
> a

 

(1)

  

 #vc_row-62d6be3fb9ad9 > div:nth-chil
d(2) > div > div > div:nth-child(22) 
> a

 

(1)

  

 #vc_row-62d6be56a032f > div:nth-chil
d(2) > div > div > div:nth-child(22) 
> a

 

(1)

  

 #vc_row-62d6be754cf89 > div:nth-chil
d(2) > div > div > div:nth-child(22) 
> a

 

(1)

  

 #vc_row-62d6be85a8991 > div:nth-chil
d(2) > div > div > div:nth-child(21) 
> a

 

(1)

  

 #vc_row-62d6be9612cf6 > div:nth-chil
d(2) > div > div > div:nth-child(22) 
> a

 

(1)

  

 #vc_row-62d6bea6e796b > div:nth-chil
d(2) > div > div > div:nth-child(22) 

 

(1)



Pages

 Standard info

SC 2.2.1: Timing Adjustable
(Level A)

For each time limit that is set by

the content, at least one of the

following is true:

Description

�. Turn off: The user is allowed

to turn off the time limit

before encountering it; or

�. Adjust: The user is allowed

to adjust the time limit

before encountering it over

a wide range that is at least

ten times the length of the

default setting; or

�. Extend: The user is warned

 Context & Selector

  

 #vc_row-62d6bf1a08486 > div:nth-chil
d(4) > div > div > div > a

 

(1)

  

 #vc_row-62d6bf26b3663 > div:nth-chil
d(4) > div > div > div > a

 

(1)

G18: Ensuring that a contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1 exists

between text (and images of text) and background behind

the text

Score: 100  Success: 0  Failure: 0

SC 2.2.1: Timing Adjustable (Level A)



AA

  

F40: Failure of Success Criterion 2.2.1 and 2.2.4 due to using

meta redirect with a time limit

F41: Failure of Success Criterion 2.2.1, 2.2.4, and 3.2.5 due to

using meta refresh to reload the page



extend the time limit at least

ten times; or

�. Real-time Exception: The

time limit is a required part

of a real-time event (for

example, an auction), and

no alternative to the time

limit is possible; or

�. Essential Exception: The

time limit is essential and

extending it would

invalidate the activity; or

�. 20 Hour Exception: The

time limit is longer than 20

hours.

Read more about timing-

adjustable

 Standard info

SC 2.2.2: Pause, Stop, Hide
(Level A)

For moving, blinking, scrolling, or

auto-updating information, all of

the following are true:

Description

�. Moving, blinking, scrolling:

For any moving, blinking or

scrolling information that (1)

starts automatically, (2) lasts

more than five seconds, and

(3) is presented in parallel

with other content, there is

a mechanism for the user to

pause, stop, or hide it

unless the movement,

bli ki lli i t

Score: 100  Success: 0  Failure: 0

SC 2.2.2: Pause, Stop, Hide (Level A)



AA

  

F47: Failure of Success Criterion 2.2.2 due to using the blink

element

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/timing-adjustable


there is a mechanism for the

user to pause, stop, or hide

it or to control the

frequency of the update

unless the auto-updating is

part of an activity where it is

essential.

Read more about pause-stop-

hide

 Standard info

SC 2.4.1: Bypass Blocks (Level A)

A mechanism is available to

bypass blocks of content that are

repeated on multiple Web pages.

Read more about bypass-blocks

 Standard info

SC 2.4.2: Page Titled (Level A)

Web pages have titles that

describe topic or purpose.

Read more about page-titled

Score: 100  Success: 6  Failure: 0

SC 2.4.1: Bypass Blocks (Level A)



AA

  

H64: Using the title attribute of the frame and iframe

elements

G1,G123,G124

Score: 100  Success: 1  Failure: 0

SC 2.4.2: Page Titled (Level A)


AA

  

H25: Providing a title using the title element

Score: 100  Success: 1  Failure: 0

SC 3.1.1: Language of Page (Level A)



AA

  

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/pause-stop-hide
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/bypass-blocks
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/page-titled


Read more about language-of-

page

 Standard info

SC 3.1.2: Language of Parts
(Level AA)

The human language of each

passage or phrase in the content

can be programmatically

determined except for proper

names, technical terms, words of

indeterminate language, and

words or phrases that have

become part of the vernacular of

the immediately surrounding text.

Read more about language-of-

parts

 Standard info

SC 3.2.2: On Input (Level A)

Changing the setting of any user

interface component does not

automatically cause a change of

context unless the user has been

advised of the behavior before

using the component.

Read more about on-input

Score: 100  Success: 0  Failure: 0

SC 3.1.2: Language of Parts (Level AA)



AA

  

H58: Using language attributes to identify changes in the

human language

Score: 100  Success: 0  Failure: 0

SC 3.2.2: On Input (Level A)



AA

  

H32: Providing submit buttons

SC 4.1.1: Parsing (Level A)



AA

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/language-of-page
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/language-of-parts
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/on-input


In content implemented using

markup languages, elements have

complete start and end tags,
elements are nested according to

their specifications, elements do

not contain duplicate attributes,
and any IDs are unique, except

where the specifications allow

these features.

Read more about parsing

 Standard info

SC 4.1.2: Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

For all user interface components

(including but not limited to: form

elements, links and components

generated by scripts), the name

and role can be programmatically

determined; states, properties,
and values that can be set by the

user can be programmatically set;
and notification of changes to

these items is available to user

agents, including assistive

technologies.

Read more about name-role-

value

 Standard info

SC 1.2.1: Audio-only and Video-
only (Prerecorded) (Level A)

Score: 100  Success: 34  Failure: 0

SC 4.1.2: Name, Role, Value (Level A)



AA

  

H91: Using HTML form controls and links

SC 1.2.1: Audio-only and Video-only

(Prerecorded) (Level A)



AA

G158: Providing an alternative for time-based media for

audio-only content

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/parsing
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/name-role-value


�. Prerecorded Audio-only: An

alternative for time-based

media is provided that

presents equivalent

information for prerecorded

audio-only content.

�. Prerecorded Video-only:

Either an alternative for

time-based media or an

audio track is provided that

presents equivalent

information for prerecorded

video-only content.

Read more about audio-only-and-

video-only-prerecorded

 Standard info

SC 1.2.2: Captions (Prerecorded)
(Level A)

Captions are provided for all

prerecorded audio content in

synchronized media, except when

the media is a media alternative

for text and is clearly labeled as

such.

Read more about captions-

prerecorded

 Standard info

SC 1.2.2: Captions (Prerecorded) (Level

A)



AA

G87,G93

SC 1.2.4: Captions (Live) (Level AA)



AA

G9,G87,G93

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/audio-only-and-video-only-prerecorded
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/captions-prerecorded


 Standard info

SC 1.2.5: Audio Description
(Prerecorded) (Level AA)

Audio description is provided for

all prerecorded video content in

synchronized media.

Read more about audio-

description-prerecorded

 Standard info

SC 1.3.2: Meaningful Sequence
(Level A)

Information, structure, and

relationships conveyed through

presentation can be

programmatically determined or

are available in text.

Description

When the sequence in which

content is presented affects its

meaning, a correct reading

sequence can be

programmatically determined.

Read more about meaningful-

sequence

SC 1.2.5: Audio Description

(Prerecorded) (Level AA)



AA

G78,G173,G8

SC 1.3.2: Meaningful Sequence (Level A)



AA

SC 1.3.2: Meaningful Sequence (Level A)



AA

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/audio-description-prerecorded
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/meaningful-sequence


Instructions provided for

understanding and operating

content do not rely solely on

sensory characteristics of

components such as shape, size,
visual location, orientation, or

sound.

Read more about sensory-

characteristics

 Standard info

SC 1.4.1: Use of Colour (Level A)

Colour is not used as the only

visual means of conveying

information, indicating an action,
prompting a response, or

distinguishing a visual element.

Read more about use-of-color

 Standard info

SC 1.4.2: Audio Control (Level A)

If any audio on a Web page plays

automatically for more than 3

seconds, either a mechanism is

available to pause or stop the

audio, or a mechanism is available

to control audio volume

independently from the overall

system volume level.

Read more about audio-control

SC 1.4.1: Use of Colour (Level A)



AA

G14,G182

SC 1.4.2: Audio Control (Level A)


AA

F23: Failure of 1.4.2 due to playing a sound longer than 3

seconds where there is no mechanism to turn it off

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/sensory-characteristics
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/use-of-color
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/audio-control


 Standard info

SC 1.4.4: Resize Text (Level AA)

Except for captions and images of

text, text can be resized without

assistive technology up to 200

percent without loss of content or

functionality.

Description

Read more about resize-text

 Standard info

SC 1.4.5: Images of Text (Level
AA)

If the technologies being used can

achieve the visual presentation,
text is used to convey information

rather than images of text except

for the following:

Description

�. Customizable: The image of

text can be visually

customized to the user's

requirements;

�. Essential: A particular

presentation of text is

essential to the information

being conveyed.

Read more about images-of-text

G142: Using a technology that has commonly-available user

agents that support zoom

SC 1.4.5: Images of Text (Level AA)



AA

G140,C22,C30

SC 2.1.1: Keyboard (Level A)



AA

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/resize-text
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/images-of-text


except where the underlying

function requires input that

depends on the path of the user's
movement and not just the

endpoints.

Read more about keyboard

 Standard info

SC 2.1.2: No Keyboard Trap
(Level A)

If keyboard focus can be moved

to a component of the page using

a keyboard interface, then focus

can be moved away from that

component using only a keyboard

interface, and, if it requires more

than unmodified arrow or tab keys

or other standard exit methods,
the user is advised of the method

for moving focus away.

Read more about no-keyboard-

trap

 Standard info

SC 2.3.1: Three Flashes or Below
Threshold (Level A)

Web pages do not contain

anything that flashes more than

three times in any one second

period, or the flash is below the

general flash and red flash

thresholds.

SC 2.1.2: No Keyboard Trap (Level A)



AA

F10: Failure of Success Criterion 2.1.2 and Conformance

Requirement 5 due to combining multiple content formats in

a way that traps users inside one format type

SC 2.3.1: Three Flashes or Below

Threshold (Level A)


AA

G19,G176

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/keyboard
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/no-keyboard-trap


 Standard info

SC 2.4.3: Focus Order (Level A)

If a Web page can be navigated

sequentially and the navigation

sequences affect meaning or

operation, focusable components

receive focus in an order that

preserves meaning and

operability.

Read more about focus-order

 Standard info

SC 2.4.4: Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

The purpose of each link can be

determined from the link text

alone or from the link text

together with its programmatically

determined link context, except

where the purpose of the link

would be ambiguous to users in

general.

Read more about link-purpose-in-

context

 Standard info

SC 2.4.3: Focus Order (Level A)



AA

H4: Creating a logical tab order through links, form controls,

and objects

SC 2.4.4: Link Purpose (In Context)

(Level A)



AA

H77,H78,H79,H80,H81,H33

H77,H78,H79,H80,H81

SC 2.4.5: Multiple Ways (Level AA)



AA

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/focus-order
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/link-purpose-in-context


Read more about multiple-ways

 Standard info

SC 2.4.6: Headings and Labels
(Level AA)

Headings and labels describe

topic or purpose.

Read more about headings-and-

labels

 Standard info

SC 2.4.7: Focus Visible (Level AA)

Any keyboard operable user

interface has a mode of operation

where the keyboard focus

indicator is visible.

Read more about focus-visible

 Standard info

SC 3.2.1: On Focus (Level A)

When any component receives

focus, it does not initiate a change

SC 2.4.6: Headings and Labels (Level

AA)



AA

G130,G131

SC 2.4.7: Focus Visible (Level AA)



AA

G149,G165,G195,C15,SCR31

SC 3.2.1: On Focus (Level A)



AA

G107: Using "activate" rather than "focus" as a trigger for

changes of context

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/multiple-ways
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/headings-and-labels
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/focus-visible


 Standard info

SC 3.2.3: Consistent Navigation
(Level AA)

Navigational mechanisms that are

repeated on multiple Web pages

within a set of Web pages occur in

the same relative order each time

they are repeated, unless a

change is initiated by the user.

Read more about consistent-

navigation

 Standard info

SC 3.2.4: Consistent
Identification (Level AA)

Components that have the same

functionality within a set of Web

pages are identified consistently.

Read more about consistent-

identification

 Standard info

SC 3.3.1: Error Identification
(Level A)

SC 3.2.3: Consistent Navigation (Level

AA)



AA

G61: Presenting repeated components in the same relative

order each time they appear

SC 3.2.4: Consistent Identification (Level

AA)



AA

G197: Using labels, names, and text alternatives consistently

for content that has the same functionality

SC 3.3.1: Error Identification (Level A)



AA

G83,G84,G85

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/consistent-navigation
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/consistent-identification


 Standard info

SC 3.3.2: Labels or Instructions
(Level A)

Labels or instructions are

provided when content requires

user input.

Read more about labels-or-

instructions

 Standard info

SC 3.3.3: Error Suggestion (Level
AA)

If an input error is automatically

detected and suggestions for

correction are known, then the

suggestions are provided to the

user, unless it would jeopardize

the security or purpose of the

content.

Read more about error-

suggestion

 Standard info

SC 3 3 4 E P ti (L l

SC 3.3.2: Labels or Instructions (Level A)



AA

G131,G89,G184,H90

SC 3.3.3: Error Suggestion (Level AA)



AA

Providing suggested correction text

SC 3.3.4: Error Prevention (Legal,

Financial, Data) (Level AA)



AA

G98,G99,G155,G164,G168

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/labels-or-instructions
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/error-suggestion


Description

�. Reversible: Submissions are

reversible.

�. Checked: Data entered by

the user is checked for

input errors and the user is

provided an opportunity to

correct them.

�. Confirmed: A mechanism is

available for reviewing,

confirming, and correcting

information before finalizing

the submission.

Read more about error-

prevention-legal-financial-data

Platforms & Technologies
Technologies & platforms deducted by the Ai on the website

WordPress

 

MySQL

 

PHP

 

Material
Design

Lite

 

wpBakery

 

Smart

Slider

3
Smart

Slider 3

 

Contact
Form 7

 

Nginx

 

GTranslate

GTranslate

 

OWL
Carousel

Google
Font API

 

EqualWeb

 

Select2

 

Nagich

 

LazySizes

 

jQuery UI

 

jQuery
Migrate

 

jQuery

 

Isotope

 

FancyBox

 

core-

js
core-js

SiteGround

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/error-prevention-legal-financial-data


 Total Errors 853    Fixed Errors 838    Errors Remains 15Issues By Pages

1  Main -

Carriage

House

Resort

7 0 0 47 90

2  Our

Rooms -

Carriage

House

Resort

6 1 1 27 18

3  Reservat

ions -

Carriage

House

Resort

8 0 0 27 16

4  Main -

Carriage

House

Resort

7 0 0 47 89

5  Gallery -

Carriage

House

Resort

6 1 1 27 16

6  About

Us -

Carriage

House

Resort

8 0 0 27 23

# A11y

URL &

Title Fixed errors Remaining errors Contrast errors ARIA attributes Role attributes

http://carriagehouseresort.com/
https://carriagehouseresort.com/rooms-list/
http://carriagehouseresort.com/reservations/
https://carriagehouseresort.com/
https://carriagehouseresort.com/gallery/
https://carriagehouseresort.com/about-us/


8  Gallery -

Carriage

House

Resort

6 1 1 27 16

9  Unknow

n title

10  Social

Journey

Instagra

m -

Carriage

House

Resort

6 1 1 63 16

# A11y

URL &

Title Fixed errors Remaining errors Contrast errors ARIA attributes Role attributes

This is an accessibility evaluation report contains information
that may be confidential or privileged. 
The information provided in this report is 'as is' based on
Equalweb's monitor and scannes 20 main issues of WCAG
guidelines with no guarantee of accuracy or completeness.
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